


Steel Baton with Rubber Handle TSB-16R $18.95 TSB-21R $19.95 TSB-26R $20.95

Rubber Baton
In Nylon
Holster

These solid STEEL BATONS come in either 16, 21 or 26 inches and expand with 
just a flick of the wrist. Comes with a rubber handle for easy gripping and a heavy-
duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If you are looking for effective self-defense with 
extra reach, the steel baton is for you.

Mini Professional Edged Steel
THROWING STARS. Set of 4 with 

carrying case..
JL-4S $18.95



These BLOWGUNS are .40 caliber, precision manufactured with seamless T-6061 
aircraft aluminum tubing and guaranteed for life. They are not toys but the real thing. 
With all the new improvements, you can expect ranges over 250 feet and muzzle 
velocities as high as 350 feet per second or more! In fact, the darts can penetrate 
1/4" of  plywood! 100% USA made. Each Blowgun comes with 12 target darts, 
mouthpiece, muzzle guard, foam grip and two dart quivers. Available in various 
lengths. BG-18 $12.00 (18 inches), BG-24 $14.00 (24 inches), 
BG-36 $17.00 (36 inches), BG-48 $19.00 (48 inches), BG-60 $23.00 (60 inches), 
BG-72 $26.00 (72 inches).

100 pack TAR-100 $12.00
250 pack TAR-250 $23.00

Target Darts



Open 7.75”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.25”
FK-27145BW $10.95

Open 5.75”- Closed 3.25”- Blade 2.5”
FK-270RW $8.95

Open 6.75”- Closed 4”- Blade 2.75”
FK-425ATM $11.95

Open 6.75”- Closed 4”- Blade 2.75”(No 
Belt Clip) FK-7158BL $10.95

Open 8.25”- Closed 4.75”- Blade 3.5”
FK-363G3 $12.95



Remember how the self defense experts would tell
you to place your keys between your fingers and
punch? Now there is something more effective. Carry
the HEART ATTACK on your key chain and be ready
to protect yourself anytime. The Heart Attack is small
(3.5 inches long) and made of tough, space age plastic. 
Hold it between your fingers and punch! 
Attackers beware!
HA-1 $6.00



Practice Foam Cord Nunchaku
Foam with 4-1/2 inches cord attachment.

$8.99

Practice Foam Ball bearing Nunchaku
Foam with 4-1/2 inches cord attachment.

$12.99

Octagon Cord Nunchaku
Wood with 4-1/2 inches nylon cord 

attachment. Natural
color. Sizes 12 inches or 14 inches

$15.99

Nunchaku Case
Black vinyl exterior with soft cloth 

lining and zipper closure. Holds one 
pair nunchaku. 

$10.99



Carved Dragon Cord Set
Carved dragons illustrated on rounded 
wood nunchaku. Black, red, and white 

accents. 4-1/2 inches nylon cord 
attachment. 

$24.99

Hand Crafted Rattan Nunchaku.
Lightweight, all natural rattan nunchaku. 
Spiral burn pattern and hand carvings. Ball 

bearing swivel. 

$24.99

Ruled Chrome Nunchaku
Eye-catching chrome-taped nunchaku have a ruled 
pattern with a 3-link ball bearing chain. Length: 12 
inch. Diameter: 1 inch. Nunchaku Colors: Black or 
Blue

$26.99



White Wax Wood Nunchaku
White wax wood nunchaku with fast, smooth ball 
bearing swivel. Length: 12 inches. Diameter: 1-1/8 
inch. 7 link chain. Due to state laws, we are not allowed 
to sell this item to the following states: CA, MA, NY 

$26.99

White Wood Lotus Nunchaku
These Nunchaku have round 
shaped handles. Made from strong 
and light weight white wood lotus. 
Three link ball bearing attachment. 
Diameter: 1-1/8 inch. Note: Due to 
state laws, we are not allowed to 
sell this item to the following states: 
CA, MA, NY 

$28.99

Ball Bearing Graphite Nunchaku
These lightweight and eye-catching ball-
bearing Graphite Nunchaku has a fast, ball 
bearing swivel attachment. Smooth metallic 
finish. Rounded handles. NOTE: Due to state 
laws, we are not allowed to sell this item to 
the following states: CA, MA, and NY. 12”
length with 5 link chain.

$51.99

Graphite Animal Nunchaku
Graphite ball bearing chucks with 

beautiful Asian inspired animal prints. 
Features four link chain. Size: 12 

inches.
Dragon or Tiger.

$51.99
Due to state laws, we are not allowed 
to sell this item to the following states: 
CA, MA, and NY.



Chrome Striped tapered Nunchaku
An eye catching horizontal striped tape accents the 
lightweight white wood lotus handles of this 
nunchaku with ball bearing attachment. Details: 
Length: 12 inches 
Chain: 3 link chain 
Diameter: .9 inch 
Colors: Red with Silver, Blue with Silver or Black 
with Silver

$51.99

XMA Nunchaku
Round graphite handles connected with a smooth ball bearing chain attachment 

designed for Xtreme action and smooth performance.
XMA Nunchaku has round graphite handles connected with a smooth ball bearing

chain attachment designed for Xtreme action and smooth performance. 

XMA logo and kanji emblazoned on handle to complete the stunning look. 
Features clear grip tape on one handle. 

Available in 9 inch or 12 inch. Diameter is 0.7 inch. Chain Details: 9 inch is a 2-1/2 
inch three link chain. 12 inch is a 3-/1/4 four link chain. 

Colors: Black, Silver or Red. 
Size: 9 inch or 12 inch 

$54.99



$10.59

Single Wrap Karate 
Belts

$69.99

Super Middleweight Brushed Cotton 
Martial arts Uniform

$29.99

Middleweight Student Uniform with 
Drawstring Pant

$79.99

Sport Sparring Gear Bag

$89.99

P2 Sparring Gear set



Constructed of a lightweight cotton and polyester fabric for easy 
care. Karate uniform pants feature elastic waist.

Sold as a complete martial arts uniform in either Black or White. 
White Belt included with purchase. 

Fabric weight approximately 6 oz. Idea for Karate or Taekwondo
students.

White - Sizes: 000 - 7

Black - Sizes: 000 - 7

$32.99

by: Century Martial Arts

Lightweight 
Student 

Martial Arts 
Uniform



Sai Case
Black vinyl with carrying 
handles and zipper 
opening. Red felt inside 
with center dividing flap to 
prevent direct contact.

$29.99 

Aluminum Octagon Sai
100% Leather wrapped handles. Octagon stems. 

$51.99

Round Chrome Steel Sai
100% Leather wrapped 
handle. Round stems

$69.99. 

Black Round Sai martial arts 
weapon, Round iron with black 
electroplated finish. 

$69.99

Chrome and Black octagon Sai with leather wrapped handles

$69.99



Ninja Battle Sword
This Ninja sword has a black sharpened 440 

stainless steel blade and features a 
hexagonal tsuba and cord wrapped handle.

$69.99

Royal Jin Tai Chi Sword
This sword features a 440 stainless steel 

sharpened blade with finely detailed bronze 
toned fittings and crane hand guard 

$69.99

$199.99

XMA Xtreme Competition Sword
Exemplify the spirit of XMA with this 

beautifully crafted competition sword. Blade is 
made from aircraft grade aluminum and features

$399.99

Hand Crafted Katana Sword
Handmade samurai sword features genuine 
ray skin wrapped handle, brass tsuba and a 
sharp polished high carbon steel blade with 
blood groove.



Hand Crafted Katana with Silk Cord Wrap: 
Full Tang

Handmade samurai sword features genuine ray 
skin wrapped handle and a sharp polished high 

carbon steel blade with blood groove. 

$499.00

AL6000 Competition Kamas
Competition kamas that stand out. Get 

noticed with these Extremely 
lightweight kamas. 

$69.00

Competition Kama
Unique blade design reduces air 

resistance. The ash handles are planed 
on one side to help indicate blade 

direction. 

$69.00

Chrome Stripe Taped 
Competition Kamas

Competition kamas with large 
spiral prism tape on the 
handles stand out during 

competitions. 

$69.00


